
Validate html failure
Posted by Macks - 2011/03/12 15:36
_____________________________________

When I try to validate the html in my site, I am getting errors relating to the lightbox, and I am not sure what I am doing
wrong. Can you advise? Thanks

The errors are as follows:
Line 651, Column 65: cannot generate system identifier for general entity "height"
â€¦"#TB_inline?inlineId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylâ€¦
	
An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name defined. Often this is caused by
misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands, or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common
cause of this error is unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to use a literal ampersand in your
document you must encode it as "&" (even inside URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your
entity reference may get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity references
are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and Ã¦ are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this article has explanations and
solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5 separate messages from the Validator.
Usually these will all disappear when the original problem is fixed.

 Line 651, Column 65: general entity "height" not defined and no default entity
â€¦"#TB_inline?inlineId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylâ€¦
	
This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in an
URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

 Line 651, Column 71: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter
â€¦nline?inlineId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightboâ€¦
	
If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";". Another reason for this error
message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 651, Column 71: reference to external entity in attribute value
â€¦nline?inlineId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightboâ€¦
	
This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in an attribute, in a href for
example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into '&'.

 Line 651, Column 71: reference to entity "height" for which no system identifier could be generated
â€¦nline?inlineId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightboâ€¦
	
This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in an
URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

 Line 651, Column 64: entity was defined here
â€¦="#TB_inline?inlineId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexyâ€¦
 Line 651, Column 76: cannot generate system identifier for general entity "width"
â€¦?inlineId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[aseâ€¦
	
An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name defined. Often this is caused by
misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands, or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common
cause of this error is unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to use a literal ampersand in your
document you must encode it as "&" (even inside URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your
entity reference may get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity references
are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and Ã¦ are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this article has explanations and
solutions to your problem.
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Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5 separate messages from the Validator.
Usually these will all disappear when the original problem is fixed.

 Line 651, Column 76: general entity "width" not defined and no default entity
â€¦?inlineId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[aseâ€¦
	
This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in an
URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

 Line 651, Column 81: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter
â€¦neId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[asexy_4dâ€¦
	
If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";". Another reason for this error
message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 651, Column 81: reference to external entity in attribute value
â€¦neId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[asexy_4dâ€¦
	
This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in an attribute, in a href for
example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into '&'.

 Line 651, Column 81: reference to entity "width" for which no system identifier could be generated
â€¦neId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[asexy_4dâ€¦
	
This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in an
URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

 Line 651, Column 75: entity was defined here
â€¦e?inlineId=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[asâ€¦
 Line 651, Column 86: cannot generate system identifier for general entity "modal"
â€¦asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[asexy_4d7b922â€¦
	
An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name defined. Often this is caused by
misspelling the reference name, unencoded ampersands, or by leaving off the trailing semicolon (;). The most common
cause of this error is unencoded ampersands in URLs as described by the WDG in "Ampersands in URLs".

Entity references start with an ampersand (&) and end with a semicolon (;). If you want to use a literal ampersand in your
document you must encode it as "&" (even inside URLs!). Be careful to end entity references with a semicolon or your
entity reference may get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity references
are case-sensitive; &Aelig; and Ã¦ are different characters.

If this error appears in some markup generated by PHP's session handling code, this article has explanations and
solutions to your problem.

Note that in most documents, errors related to entity references will trigger up to 5 separate messages from the Validator.
Usually these will all disappear when the original problem is fixed.

 Line 651, Column 86: general entity "modal" not defined and no default entity
â€¦asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[asexy_4d7b922â€¦
	
This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in an
URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

 Line 651, Column 91: reference not terminated by REFC delimiter
â€¦7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[asexy_4d7b9227bc1bâ€¦
	
If you meant to include an entity that starts with "&", then you should terminate it with ";". Another reason for this error
message is that you inadvertently created an entity by failing to escape an "&" character just before this text.

 Line 651, Column 91: reference to external entity in attribute value
â€¦7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[asexy_4d7b9227bc1bâ€¦
	
This is generally the sign of an ampersand that was not properly escaped for inclusion in an attribute, in a href for
example. You will need to escape all instances of '&' into '&'.
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 Line 651, Column 91: reference to entity "modal" for which no system identifier could be generated
â€¦7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[asexy_4d7b9227bc1bâ€¦
	
This is usually a cascading error caused by a an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in an
URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

 Line 651, Column 85: entity was defined here
â€¦=asl4d7b9227bd547&height=270&width=460&modal=1" rel="sexylightbox[asexy_4d7b92â€¦

============================================================================

Re:Validate html failure
Posted by admin - 2011/03/12 15:40
_____________________________________

Hello,

Do you use the latest version of the extension (v. 1.8.12)?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Validate html failure
Posted by Macks - 2011/03/12 17:39
_____________________________________

no 1.8.8 but I just downloaded it last month? I will upload and try again

============================================================================

Re:Validate html failure
Posted by Macks - 2011/03/12 19:12
_____________________________________

I have upgraded and still get the same issue. I am only using the plugin ai sexylightbox anywhere.

Can you advise how to resolve?
Thanks

============================================================================

Re:Validate html failure
Posted by admin - 2011/03/12 22:39
_____________________________________

Install the latest version, it should resolve the issue.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Validate html failure
Posted by Macks - 2011/03/13 00:00
_____________________________________

I have installed the latest version and it has made no difference!
Can you take a look? I sent an email with the site details previously.
Thanks

============================================================================
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Re:Validate html failure
Posted by admin - 2011/03/13 06:58
_____________________________________

Not the latest version is installed on your site. You can see it if open the next link:

http://YOUR_DOMAIN/modules/mod_arisexylightbox/mod_arisexylightbox.xml

replace YOUR_DOMAIN with domain name of your site. Download the latest version of the extension in "Member Area"
and upgrade "ARI Sexy Lightbox" module please. If you have any difficulties with it, you can provide temporary access to
your Joomla! backend by email and we will help.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Resolved:Validate html failure
Posted by Macks - 2011/03/13 07:59
_____________________________________

OK! I dont know why it didn't actually update when I reinstalled previously but it worked this time and the problem is fixed.

Thanks for your help, it is much appreciated!

============================================================================

Re: Resolved:Validate html failure
Posted by Macks - 2011/03/13 08:21
_____________________________________

Sorry to reopen this thread as I juts noticed another issuw with the html, which doesn't seem to be fixed:
 Line 556, Column 50: document type does not allow element "div" here; missing one of "object", "applet", "map",
"iframe", "button", "ins", "del" start-tag
									
	
The mentioned element is not allowed to appear in the context in which you've placed it; the other mentioned elements
are the only ones that are both allowed there and can contain the element mentioned. This might mean that you need a
containing element, or possibly that you've forgotten to close a previous element.

One possible cause for this message is that you have attempted to put a block-level element (such as "

" or "") inside an inline element (such as "", "", or "").

 Line 633, Column 50: document type does not allow element "div" here; missing one of "object", "applet", "map",
"iframe", "button", "ins", "del" start-tag
â€¦l4d7c7d678b46f" style="display: none;">

============================================================================

Re: Resolved:Validate html failure
Posted by admin - 2011/03/14 12:13
_____________________________________

This is not extension problem. It is problem with HTML code around plugin code. It wraps with "

" and "" tags:
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If you use a WYSIWYG editor, switch it to plain text mode and remove wrapped tags or replace it with  tag.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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